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The current state of the art in the synthesis and investigations of nanographites and their
compounds and film structures is reviewed. Considerable attention is focused on the contribu
tion of the edge electron states to the physical and chemical properties of nanographites and
their compounds. Promising routes to new types of nanographite compounds and film struc
tures are specified. The methods of formation and properties of new nanographite composites
are discussed. The nanocarbon systems under consideration are believed to be promising mate
rials for advanced technological purposes.
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In the last few years, nanoscale carbon structures with
topologically different electron "worlds" (fullerenes,
nanotubes, graphene, etc.) have been extensively studied,
both experimentally and theoretically, because of their
unique physicochemical properties.1—4 Another member
of this family is nanographene. This is a planar honey
comb carbon structure with a 2D electron system and at
least one nanoscale lateral dimension (Fig. 1, a). A stack
consisting of several nanographenes is commonly referred
to as nanographite (Fig. 1, b). The 2D nanoscale elec
tron conjugated system and open edges render nano
graphene a specific mesoscopic object differing from both
infinite graphene and edgeless fullerenes and cylindrical
carbon nanotubes in which the terminal atoms negligibly
affect their properties. Being intermediates between bulk
graphite and aromatic molecules, nanographenes and

nanographites are potential sources of novel chemical
compounds, including those possessing unusual electronic
and magnetic properties. The present review covers the
methods for the synthesis, structures, and physical and
chemical properties of nanographites and their com
pounds, films, and composites. In addition, some ap
proaches to the solution of the problems facing the nano
technologists that deal with these promising objects are
discussed.
Electronic and magnetic structures of nanographites
Nanographites are part of many carbon materials, be
ing structural elements (blocks) in some of them.4—13 Ac
tivated carbon fibers (ACF) are structurally a 3D disor
dered system of nanographites separated from each other
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Fig. 1. Schematic representations of idealized nanographene (a) and nanographite (b) with the armchair and zigzag patterns of
adjacent edges. The carbon atoms of different sublattices in nanographene are indicated by full and open circles; La and Lc are the
nanographite dimensions, dc is the spacing between nanographenes.

by micropores and the amorphous carbon phase.4—7 Ac
tivated mesocarbon microgranules contain a system of par
tially ordered nanographites.5,8,9 Carbon coatings prepared
by activation of polymer films show welloriented nano
graphite structures.5,10 Hightemperature chlorination of
carbides (e.g., SiC, TiC, and B4C) leaves a carbon frame
work that is actually a 3D disordered system of nano
graphenes and nanographites.5,11—13 In the above carbon
materials, nanographites are linked with each other by
few functional groups and carbon—carbon bonds of the
sp3type.5,14 A system of nanographites without such link
age can be synthesized, e.g., by hightemperature treat
ment of powdered nanodiamonds under an inert gas.15
Nanographitelike structures surrounded by many diverse
fragments have been found in coals16 and some kinds of
soot.17—19 Note that nanographene itself (a structural ele
ment of nanographite) was first obtained in 2001 by ther
mal treatment of a nanoscale diamond particle placed on
the surface of a graphite plate; its lateral dimensions were
~10 nm.20,21
Typical nanographites are 2—10 nm in inplane size
and comprise up to 10—15 turbostratic nanographenes.4—15
Under normal conditions, chemical substances present in
the atmosphere (like oxygen and various compounds with
oxygencontaining functional groups) saturate the vacant
orbitals of the edge carbon atoms of nanographites. That
is why they do not contribute to the electronic structure of
nanographite near the Fermi level. Nevertheless, the
nanoscale dimensions of the electron conjugated
system and the considerable specific weight of the sur
face and edge atoms impart specific properties to nano
graphite.4,22—24
The calculations22—24 show that the electronic struc
ture of a nanographene ribbon, which is infinite along one
direction and has a nanoscale dimension along the other,
critically depends on the shape of its edges. Zigzagedged
ribbons are characterized by the edge electron states due

to the topological features of the electrons in zigzag
rows of atoms. The energy bands formed by the elec
trons of zigzag edges are partially planar near the Fermi
level and, consequently, the density of electron states dia
gram shows a sharp peak (Fig. 2, a). The calculations of
the electronic structure of a nanographene ribbon with
armchair edges yield no such edge states (Fig. 2, b). The
charge density in the edge electron states is mainly local
ized at zigzag edges (Fig. 3). The maximum contribution
of the edge states to the electronic structure of a nano
graphene ribbon near the Fermi level is achieved when its
width is several nanometers.23 In this case, ~2% of the
total number of the electrons in nanographene is con
centrated at the Fermi level. However, for a ribbon ~10 nm
wide as well, a peak of the density of edge electron states
near the Fermi level is still quite significant.23 The pres
ence of some armchair regions in the zigzag edges of
a nanographene ribbon diminishes the edge effect on the
electronic structure of the ribbon near the Fermi level.
Nevertheless, when the fraction of the armchair edges in
nanographene ribbons is ~1/3, the energy spectrum still
shows an appreciable peak of the density of edge elec
tron states at the Fermi level.23
Detailed calculations of the electronic structure of
a semiinfinite nanographene ribbon with zigzag edges,4,22,24
which made allowance for electron—electron interactions,
yield high magnetic moments on the edge carbon atoms
and suggest the possibility of forming an edge ferro
magnetic chain (Fig. 4, a). At zigzag regions of the nan
ographene edges of limited size, spinpolarized states can
arise (Fig. 4, b).25 According to the calculations,26 the
zigzag edges of nanographene cannot be distorted by elec
tron—phonon interactions unless they are unrealistically
strong.
In a stack of turbostratic nanographenes with zigzag
edges, the peripheral electron states are retained.25 How
ever, when nanographenes form an array in a stack, their
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Fig. 2. Band structure plot E(k) and the density of states diagram
D(E) for a nanographene ribbon made up of six zigzag (a) and six
armchair rows (b).23

electronic structure depends on both the number of layers
and the packing pattern.27—29 For instance, a nanograph
ite containing an odd (even) number of identically packed
nanographenes shows (no) edge electron states.29
Despite the aforesaid achievements in the theoretical
studies of the electron states at the edges of honeycomb
carbon networks, there is still no generally recognized es
timate of the energy ratio for their armchair and zigzag
regions.30—33 This precludes any prediction of the struc
tural motifs of the edges of real carbon networks, especial
ly when they are part of more complex carbon structures.
There is no technology so far for growing carbon networks

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the charge density near the
zigzag edge of graphene for different values of the wave vector k.
The radius of each circle is proportional to the charge density.22—24

with required edge patterns, although extensive research
in this field has already provided some encouraging re
sults.34,35 For this reason, current experiments aimed at
revealing the edge electron states and studying their ef
fect on the properties of one or another carbon structure
are mainly dealing with objects having their inherent
edge patterns.
Direct experimental evidence for the presence of a peak
of the density of electron states near the zigzag edges of
a honeycomb carbon network has been obtained by scan
ning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).36—41 Prior to this, the
zigzag edge regions themselves of the carbon structures
had been identified by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM).36—41 The STM and STS techniques were used36
to examine the edges of oneatomthick terraces on the
surface of graphite crystallites ~150 nm in size. Such crys
tallites are produced, e.g., by thermal expansion of a plate
of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with inter
calated HNO3. The same techniques were used to exam
ine37 the edges of nanographenes grown on the surface of
a HOPG plate from nanodiamonds subjected to special
thermal treatment as well as the edges of a honeycomb
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Fig. 5. STM image of the zigzag edge of a multipleatom vacan
cy in graphene.39 The brightness of every spot is proportional to
the local density of electron states.

J0
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of an edge ferromagnetic struc
ture in nanographene: (a) a semiinfinite nanographene ribbon
with zigzag edges22 and (b) a nanoscale part of graphene with
some zigzag edges;25 J0 and J1 are the exchange interactions
inside and between the zigzag regions of the edges, respectively.

carbon network grown on the surface of polycrystalline
iridium.38 Near the zigzag edge regions in the carbon struc
tures studied,36—38 the local density of electron states is
manifested as a welldefined peak whose energy is lower
by 25±5 meV than the Fermi energy. Such a peak was not
revealed near the armchair edges of those carbon struc
tures.36—38
An STM examination of multipleatom vacancies in
graphene bombarded with Ar+ showed that their edges
also have extended zigzag regions at which edge elec
tron states arise and persist even upon protonation of the
edge atoms (Fig. 5).39,40 Near the protonated edges of the
defect, an STS study revealed two peaks of the local densi
ty of electron states (somewhat higher and lower than
the Fermi energy) probably caused39,40 by spin splitting of
the edge electron states. These findings agree with the
data for the local density of electron states near the oxi
dized zigzag edges of a microscale honeycomb carbon net
work.41 However, in the latter case, the minimum inward
distance from the sample edge that suffices to "quench"
the excess density of electron states is approximately ten
times longer than the corresponding distance from the
protonated edges of the multipleatom defect.39—41 This

distinction suggests that the oxygen atoms in functional
carbonyl groups at the edges of a carbon network serve as
additional centers.
The edge electron states are also found in nanograph
ites. This is evidenced by, e.g., ESR data and static mag
netic susceptibility measurements of ACF42,43 as well as
by analysis of nearthreshold fine structures in the Xray
absorption spectra of various nanographite compounds.44—46
The ESR spectrum of ACF shows two signals having
equal gfactors but largely different widths (Fig. 6, in
set).42,43 With a decrease in the temperature, the integral
intensity of the wider signal remains unchanged (Fig. 7, a),
while that of the narrower signal roughly obeys the Curie
law (Fig. 7, b).43 Therefore, the wider signal can be attrib
uted to a conduction electron spin resonance (CESR),
I (arb. units)
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Fig. 6. Plot of the specific magnetic susceptibility of ACF vs. the
temperature.42 The points refer to the experimental values; the
solid line obeys the equation g = 1.318•10–5/(T + 0.9) –
– 0.61•10–6. The ESR spectrum of the same sample at 120 K
(inset).42
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while the narrower one, to a resonance of localized mag
netic moments. The integral intensity of a CESR signal is
known47 to be proportional to the carrier density at the
Fermi level. The concentration of localized spins can be
accurately determined with consideration of lowtemper
ature data on the static magnetic susceptibility of ACF
(see Fig. 6). Knowing these data and comparing the inten
sities of diverse resonance signals, one can easily estimate
the carrier density at the Fermi level in nanographites,
which are structural blocks of a sample. Such calcula
tions42,43 give the density of states which is more than
10 times that in bulk regular graphite and agrees well with
the densities calculated for nanographenes and nanograph
ites with zigzag edges.4,22—25 Nevertheless, for nanograph
ites with their inherent edge patterns, this density estimate
seems to be surprisingly high. This can be due to the lower
energy of the zigzag edges of nanographite compared to its
armchair edges. This assumption finds support in experi
mental data. For instance, graphenes48 and nanogra
phenes49—51 grown on certain metal substrates have pre
dominantly zigzag edges. In addition, a study of the mul
tipleatom vacancy edges in graphene by atomicresolu
tion electron microscopy revealed that the armchair edges
turned zigzag with time.52 Also note that in the context of
the electronic structure model of nanographite with edge
electron states, some decrease in the integral intensity
of a CESR signal (the density of electron states at the
Fermi level) of nanographites, which occurs when evacu
ated ACF comes in contact with the atmosphere (see
Fig. 7, a),43 can be explained by spin splitting of the edge
electron states initiated by electron—electron interac
tions, which become stronger as the Fermi energy of the
particle shifts to the value corresponding to the peak of the
density of its edge states.
The presence of a peak of the density of electron
states near the Fermi level of nanographites is confirmed
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by the shape of a nearthreshold fine structure in the Xray
absorption spectrum of their powders and agglomerates.44—46
For instance, the spectrum of powdered nanographite
ribbons consisting of 2—40 layers 20—30 m long and
20—300 nm wide shows, on the lowerenergy branch
of the band due to the transitions from the C1s level to
the delocalized *electron states, a peak with an energy
only slightly differing from the Fermi energy of graph
ite.44 Similar features are observed in the correspond
ing spectra of nanographites in ACF (see Ref. 45) and
nanographenes obtained by annealing of a hydrocar
bon material deposited from the vapor phase onto a plati
num plate.46
When analyzing the data for nanographite systems, the
authors of the above studies focused on the electronic struc
ture and properties of an individual nanoparticle. Howev
er, in some cases, the same data provide important infor
mation on the properties of the system of nanoparticles
itself. For instance, the possibility of describing the tem
perature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of ACF
by the Curie—Weiss law with a small negative Weiss
constant suggests a weak antiferromagnetic interaction
between fiberlocalized spins.42,53,54 Since the edge elec
tron states of nanographite below ~1600 C contain
about one unpaired electron,54 one can believe that the
interaction in question occurs between the spins of
electrons on different particles. This weak interaction at
low temperatures can dramatically change the magnet
ic structure of a nanographite system.53,54 For instance,
when ACF annealed in an inert atmosphere at the tem
perature of the metal—insulator percolation phase tran
sition (~1200 C) is cooled, their magnetic susceptibility
plotted versus temperature shows a break54 (at 4—7 K)
characteristic of a spin glass transition.55 Therefore, a spin
glass phase can appear in ACF below these tempera
tures.53,54
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Fig. 7. Plots of the integral intensities of the wide (a) and narrow ESR signals (b) of ACF vs. the
(1) the initial sample
and (2) the evacuated sample; I0 is the intensity of the ESR signal for a standard. The dashed lines are drawn only for convenience.
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Nanographite films and composites
The investigations of nanographenes and nanographi
tes discussed in the preceding section were initiated by the
intriguing results obtained in the calculations of their elec
tronic structures. Also, experimental studies aimed at
searching for those properties of nanographite films56—69
and composites70—74 that would be promising for their
practical application (but do not result immediately from
the calculations of the electronic structures of nanograph
ites) have been developed in the last few years. The most
notable advances in this field have been made when study
ing interactions of nanographite films obtained by plas
maenhanced chemical vapor deposition from a mixture
of methane and hydrogen onto a silicon substrate with the
strong electromagnetic field of a laser radiation.56—58 Spe
cifically, the films have been found to exhibit nonlinear
optical properties in such a field.56,57 These properties can
be used to design fastacting photodetectors of laser radia
tion and terahertz generators. There is some progress in
the use of the photovoltaic effect in nanographite films for
designing analyzers of laser radiation polarization as well
as sensors of the angular position of a polarizer.58 Nano
graphite mesoporous films have been employed as cold
emitting cathodes for making prototypes of cathodelu
minescent light sources whose characteristics are superior
to those of the best known LED samples.59,60 The un
doubted advantage of such light sources is also that their
radiation can be colored in any color by adding appropri
ate phosphors to a nanographite film.60 Investigations61—63
of a nanographite film (one to several micrometers thick)
grown on a quartz substrate by chemical vapor deposition
have shown that its electrical resistivity jumps by four to
five orders of magnitude when the strength of an applied
electric field reaches some fixed value. This feature of such
films can be used to design contactless current limiters
and smart chips.61 In the metastable highresistance state,
these films can be employed as active elements for seg
mented semiconducting radiation detectors; they can be
more sensitive by two to three orders of magnitude than
their counterparts based on bulk sensors.61 A nanographite
film in the highresistance state emits light for a while,61,62
as observed earlier in semiconducting carbon fibers under
similar experimental conditions.75 Nanographite films can
absorb and convert a microwave electromagnetic field into
a direct current.63 Thus, they are promising subjects of
further investigations of their applicability in detectors of
microwave fields. In the studies discussed above,56—63
graphite particles in films were only several nanometers in
width; however, their average lateral dimensions are much
greater than those of nanographite (la  3 nm), for which
the theory predicts a maximum contribution of the edge
electron states to the electronic structure near the Fer
mi level.23 For this reason, the amazing properties of these
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films cannot unambiguously be attributed to the edge
electron states. Therefore, it is important to continue
investigations aimed at growing film structures of graphite
particles with lateral dimensions close to la and studying
their properties.
In a promising method of growing a nanographite film
from a stable dispersion of graphite particles prepared by
fragmentation of natural graphite with highenergy ultra
sound in various solvents, the average lateral dimension of
a graphite particle in the resulting film is of the order of
several hundreds of nanometers.64 In a film grown on
a glass plate exposed to an aqueous dispersion of colloidal
nanographite (prepared electrochemically with simulta
neous exposure of the solution to highenergy ultrasound),
graphite particles consist of several turbostratic nano
graphenes with an average lateral dimension of ~80 nm;
note that the electrical resistivity of this film is highly
sensitive to low concentrations of NO2.65 Nanographite
films with the smallest known average lateral dimension
of graphite particles (~3 nm) have been obtained from
activated carbon materials.66—69 Specifically, such films
have been grown by evaporation of a lyosol of nanograph
ites on various substrates. The lyosol had been prepared by
ultrasonic disintegration of ACF (with preliminary removal
of their functional groups at high temperatures in vacuo)
in diverse fluids (Fig. 8).68,69
Addition of nanographites as a filler to various matri
ces can substantially change their inherent properties as
well as produce a composite with qualitatively new char
acteristics.70—74 Functionalization of a mesoporous car
bon foam with nanographites enhances the electrical con
ductivity of its percolation network and transforms it into
a composite electrode material promising for use in dou
blelayer capacitors and lithium ion cells.70 Nanographite
covered with a thin film of iron and nickel codeposited on
its acidfunctionalized surface effectively absorbs a micro
wave field from 300 MHz to 1.5 GHz; because of this, this
nanographite is of interest for various defense applica

200 nm
Fig. 8. Micrograph of a nanographite film grown by evaporation
of a lyosol of nanographites on a silicon substrate.69
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tions.71 Addition of nanographites to phasechange mate
rials improves their heat conductivity,72 which is impor
tant for energy storage technology using such materials.
Addition of nanographites to the prepregs of carboncar
bon composites affects the properties of the final carbon
ized product.73 A low content (<1.5 wt.%) of nanograph
ite in the prepregs enhances their mechanical characteris
tics by tens of percent, whereas a high content of nano
graphites deteriorates the same properties of the final
product. It is believed that the deterioration of the proper
ties of a material containing high amounts of nanograph
ite is caused by agglomeration of its nanoparticles, which
precludes them from filling the pores of the carboncar
bon composite.73 It is also worth noting that the increased
sensitivity and stability of electrodes modified with carbon
nanotubes with respect to phenol and pcresol, which is
well known to electrochemists, are really not inherent in
the nanotubes themselves (as believed earlier), but rather
associated with nanographite impurities introduced into
the electrodes with the nanotubes.74
Nanographite compounds
Nanographite can form, depending on the nature of
the reagents and the reaction conditions, both cova
lent44,45,76—79 and charge transfer compounds.80—83 With
certain reagents, nanographite forms "mixed" compounds
showing covalent carbon—reagent bonds at the periphery
of a nanoparticle and charge transfer compounds in its
bulk.45,81,82
There are two known types of covalent compounds of
nanographite: (1) compounds in which covalent carbon—
reagent bonds are mainly formed by edge carbon atoms

a

7

(an edge covalent compound of nanographite, Fig. 9, a)
and (2) compounds in which such bonding occurs through
out the bulk of a sample (a bulk covalent compound of
nanographite). The reason why covalent compounds of
nanographite can exist in two types is that the edge carbon
atoms of nanographite have unsaturated orbitals and
thus are chemically more active than its bulk carbon atoms
containing no such orbitals. The chemical activity of edge
carbon atoms has been reported84 to depend on the con
figuration of the positions they occupy: at zigzag edges,
they are more active than at armchair edges. The differ
ence in chemical activity between the edge and bulk car
bon atoms of nanographite enables one to select such con
ditions for the synthesis at which the covalent carbon—
reagent bonding proceeds in two steps: first, such bonds
are mainly formed at the periphery of nanoparticles,
whereupon, by changing some conditions, these are made
to form in the bulk. Note that theoretical analysis of the
fluorination of nanographene also suggests the possibility
of a twostep reaction: first at the edges of a nanoparticle
and then in its bulk.85 To date, edge covalent compounds
of nanographite with hydrogen,25,39,76 fluorine,45,77 and
chlorine77 have been identified and examined. It has been
assumed81,82 that nanographite also forms such com
pounds with bromine and iodine. However, only two bulk
covalent compounds of nanographite with fluorine45,77 and
oxygen78,79 have been identified and studied hitherto.
The edge covalent compound of nanographite with hy
drogen is best known and relatively easy to prepare. This
compound is usually synthesized by exposure of nano
graphites with defunctionalized edges to a hydrogen at
mosphere at ~1000 C for 1 h and longer.25,39,76 The free
orbitals of the edge carbon atoms become saturated and,

b

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of an edge covalent nanographite compound (a) and a nanographite intercalation compound (b); the
intercalated atoms (molecules) are indicated with circles and ellipses, respectively. The size ratios of the carbon network and the
reagent atoms (molecules) are arbitrary and only serve to make the pictures clearer.
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of a chain structure in the
protonated zigzag edge of a multipleatom vacancy in
graphene.39

consequently, the associated paramagnetism disappears.
The edge carbon atoms can be bound to both one and two
hydrogen atoms.39,86 According to the calculations86 and
the STM data,39 such bonds make a periodic pattern
(Fig. 10) rather than alternate randomly.
Nanographite reacts with fluorine to give both edge
and bulk covalent compounds.45,77 Analysis of the near
threshold fine structure of the Xray absorption spectrum,
the ESR data, and the static magnetic susceptibility for
products of a roomtemperature reaction of gaseous fluo
rine with ACF shows that the halogen atoms at F/C  0.4
are covalently bound mainly to the edge atoms of nan
ographites (structural blocks of a sample).45 In this fluori
nation step, the concentration of localized spins decreases
because of the saturation of vacant orbitals of the edge
carbon atoms. At F/C > 0.4, fluorine also attacks the bulk
carbon atoms of nanographites. As a result, a carbon atom
adjacent to that attacked by fluorine gets a vacant (unsat
urated) orbital with a localized spin.45 The concentra
tion of spins localized on such orbitals is maximum at
F/C  0.8. Above this value, covalent bonds are predo
minantly formed between the fluorine atoms and the bulk
carbon atoms of nanographites having vacant orbitals.
This process stops at F/C  1.2, which is evidenced, in
particular, by disappearance of the ESR signal for local
ized spins.39
ACF can also be fluorinated with gaseous BrF3 pro
duced by thermolysis of Na[BrF4].77 In this case, the de
gree of fluorination of nanographites in ACF is mainly
temperaturedependent. The Xray photoelectron spec
trum of the C1s electrons of ACF fluorinated at ~155 C
shows a line of carbon bound to one F atom. The integral
intensity of this line is 25—30% of the total integral inten
sity of the spectrum of the C1s electrons and is consistent
with the percentage of the edge carbon atoms in an ideal
ized round nanographene particle ~1.6 nm in diameter.
Fluorination of ACF at 300 C yields nonconducting
compounds of nanographites similar in composition to
digraphite monofluoride (C2F)n thought87 to be made up
of corrugated layers of sp3hybridized carbon that are
"crosslinked" in pairs.
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According to the data from Xray photoelectron spec
troscopy and Xray diffraction, the product of a room
temperature reaction of ACF with chlorine for all the halo
gen concentrations used shows covalent chlorine—carbon
bonds mainly at the periphery of nanographites. 77
These bonds are relatively stable and withstand heating
up to ~150 C. The concentration of localized spins in
ACF, which was determined by ESR, decreases by one
third with an increase in the chlorine content. This agrees
well with the data on the covalent bonding between
the halogen and the edge carbon atoms under these con
ditions.
Analysis of the weight changes for nanographite ag
glomerates and powders in the adsorption of bromine and
iodine molecules followed by their desorption from the
evacuated samples shows that the adsorption is not com
pletely reversible for Br/C > 0.27 and I/C > 0.32.81,82
Comparison of the measured static magnetic susceptibili
ty for the samples with reversible and irreversible halogen
adsorption suggests that the concentration of localized
spins in the former is greater by a factor of three to five
than that in the latter. Raman spectroscopy studies of the
samples in different adsorption and desorption steps have
revealed no changes in the average sizes of nanograph
enes.81,82 All these facts provide evidence for covalent
bonding between carbon atoms and some of the adsorbed
halogen atoms. Obviously, covalent bonds are most likely
formed at the edges of nanographites and of the structural
defects in the bulk of nanoparticles.
In nanographene, the  and orbitals of the carbon
atoms are mutually orthogonal; for this reason, satura
tion of its vacant edge orbitals should seemingly not
affect the state of the electrons. However, the ESR
data45,77,81,82 for the products of the reactions of ACF
with halogens suggest that the covalent bonding between
halogen atoms and the peripheral carbon atoms of nano
graphites is accompanied by the changes in both the
gfactor and the spin relaxation rate of the electrons
(Fig. 11). These changes can be attributed to the transfor
mation of the edge electron zone as well as to the
sp2sp3 transition for some peripheral orbitals upon the
saturation of the edge orbitals.39,41
Nanographite oxides can be prepared using oxidation
of thermally expanded graphite, activation of epoxy and
ether groups of graphite oxide with chloroacetic acid, treat
ment of the activated product with highenergy ultrasound,
and disintegration.78 Nanographite oxide has also been
obtained by hydrothermal synthesis from superdispersed
graphite.79 According to the data obtained,78,79 nano
graphite oxide, regardless of the method of its preparation,
is well soluble in water, exhibits visible to IR photolumi
nescence, biocompatible, and suitable as a vehicle for drug
delivery to particular cancer cells. Note that nanograph
ites can be made hydrophilic not only by their transforma
tion into covalent graphite oxide but also simply by emul
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Fig. 11. The width B and the shift of the gfactor (g = g – ge) of
the CESR signal in ACF as functions of the number n of chlorine
portions added together with the sample to the reactor;77 B
is proportional to the spin relaxation rate of the carriers;47
ge = 2.0023 is the freeelectron gfactor.

sion polymerization at their surfaces (e.g., with metha
crylate as a starting monomer88).
It is well known89 that nanoparticles can have unusual
magnetic structures and exhibit such magnetic properties
that are absent from their macroscopic analogs. Accord
ing to the calculations,90—92 the ground state of a nano
graphene ribbon in which the opposite zigzag edges are
chemically different (see, e.g., Fig. 12) can be magnetic.
However, this intriguing theoretical prediction has not
been confirmed hitherto by reliable experimental data be
cause, among other reasons, of unsolved problems of the
synthesis and identification of such compounds. One can
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assume that they can form when chemically modified ACF
(i.e., fibers consisting of nanographites with carbon—non
carbon covalent bonding for the overwhelming majority of
their edge carbon atoms) are irradiated by lowenergy ions
like protons, B+, and Ar+.70 Obviously, since the orien
tations of the nanographite edges relative to the direction
of ion bombardment are different, there is some probabil
ity in such experiments that these edges will differ in chem
ical state.
Let us now consider nanographite intercalation com
pounds (NGIC) formed by chargetransfer reactions of
nanographites with molecules intercalated between their
carbon layers (see Fig. 9, b). It is known that bulk graphite
forms chargetransfer complexes with some substances but
does not with others (even if the latter are known to react
with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons to give charge
transfer complexes). For instance, graphite and iodine do
not combine to yield a chargetransfer complex,93 though
such a complex has been reported for iodine and perylene.94
Since nanographite is structurally "intermediate" between
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and bulk graphite, its
reactivity is difficult to predict with reference only to the
known chemical properties of bulk graphite and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons.
Investigations dealing with the synthesis of NGIC and
their physical and chemical properties are few so far. The
product of a reaction of ACF with iodine has been studied
by Mössbauer spectroscopy.80 The spectrum provides evi
dence for the presence of both neutral iodine molecules
and a small amount of I3– ions; i.e., some adsorbed iodine
molecules are involved in a chargetransfer reaction with
nanographites. Therefore, nanographite in the reaction
with this halogen is a stronger electron donor than bulk
graphite. Detailed examination of products of a reaction

C
H

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of nanographene in which the opposite zigzag edges are chemically different.
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of powdered nanographites with iodine molecules by dif
ferent physical techniques shows81 that the limiting size of
nanographene below which iodine does not react with the
nanoscale electron conjugated system and, consequent
ly, does not intercalate into nanographite is ~6 nm. How
ever, even in the formation of NGIC with iodine, the
charge transfer from the carbon network to the intercalat
ed molecule is low (e.g., its value in a C65I sample is an
electron per ~2000 carbon atoms81). For comparison, the
charge transfer in singlewalled carbon nanotubes with
intercalated iodine is an electron per ~55 carbon atoms.95
When bromine molecules are reversibly sorbed by ACF
from a liquid phase, some of them are also involved in
a chargetransfer reaction with the outer layers of nano
graphites and intercalate between their carbon layers to
produce NGIC with a formula of C38Br.81,82 In reactions
of nanographite and bulk graphite with bromine under the
same conditions, the charge transfer in the former is sub
stantially lower than that in the latter (an electron per
~2500 (see Refs 81, 82) and ~500 carbon atoms,93 respec
tively). In this case, nanographite is a weaker electron
donor than its macroscopic analog.
Bulk graphite shows the characteristic tendency to form
intercalation compounds with different stage numbers
when reacting with the same substance (the stage number
is the number of graphite layers sandwiched between the
nearest intercalated layers93). The formation of NGIC with
different stage numbers has been detected hitherto only
for nanographite compounds with potassium.82 Accord
ing to Xray diffraction data, the product of a reaction of
powdered nanographites with metallic potassium under
the same conditions as used to produce a stage 1 intercala
tion compound of bulk graphite with potassium is a mix
ture of nanographites and stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3
NGIC.82 In the stage 1 NGIC with potassium, the charge
transfer to the carbon network is lower by a factor of 2.5
than that in the stage 1 compound of bulk graphite with
the same element (an electron per ~33 (see Ref. 82) and
~13 carbon atoms,93 respectively).
When weak electron acceptors like iodine and bromine
are intercalated in nanographite, the shift of the Fermi
level does not exceed the width of the edge electron
zone.80—82 In nanographite with intercalated potassium
atoms, the Fermi level is shifted beyond the edge elec
tron zone and, accordingly, its effect on the properties of
the nanoparticle diminishes appreciably.81 The ESR spec
trum of the NGIC with bromine and iodine shows no
CESR signal, while the magnetic resonance on delocal
ized electrons in the NGIC with potassium is easily de
tected,81 although the shift of the Fermi level in the latter
is more considerable than that in the former. The observed
difference in the magnetic properties of the NGIC with
potassium and these halogens can be explained by consid
ering some admixture of the wave functions of the "guest"
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molecules in the wave function of the conduction elec
trons of the matrix. Since spin—orbital interactions in
bromine and iodine atoms are much stronger than those in
potassium atoms, such an admixture should obviously in
crease the spin relaxation rate of the carriers in the NGIC
with halogens to such an extent that precludes a CESR
signal from being detected by standard methods. Note
that for intercalation compounds of bulk graphite with
electron acceptors, this situation is an exception rather
than a rule.93,96 Data for NGIC with electron acceptors
are still insufficient even for making such conclusions.
Bulk graphite is a hydrophobic material, so it forms no
intercalation compounds with water. However, since
hydrophobicity may be thought of as a low degree of hy
drophilicity, intermolecular attractive forces will always
act, to some or other extent, between the molecules of
water and any solid, including graphite. The only question
arises as to whether these weak interactions can cause
detected changes in the properties of a carbon material
involved. This question is already answered for some
nanoscale carbon systems. For instance, water molecules
adsorbed on a singlewalled carbon nanotube (a rolled
graphene sheet) have been found to substantially increase
the emission current97 and decrease its hole conductivi
ty.98 According to the calculations,99 the revealed changes
in the properties of nanotubes can be explained by a trans
fer of an electron per ~33 adsorbed water molecules.
An interaction of ACF with water molecules also changes
the structure and magnetic properties of nanographi
tes.42,43,100,101
In watersaturated ACF, the (002) reflection in Xray
diffraction experiments is observed at a larger 2 value
compared to both the starting dry fiber and bulk regular
graphite (Fig. 13).42,43 The new position of the (002) re
I (arb. units)
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Fig. 13. Shift of the (002) reflection from ACF upon the water
sorption:42,43 (1) the initial sample and (2) the sample with sorbed
water. The arrow indicates the position of the (002) reflection
for bulk graphite.
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flection for the fiber with sorbed water molecules indicates
the changed identity period of nanographites along the
direction perpendicular to the nanographene planes. How
ever, since this signal is wide, one cannot specify when the
(002) reflection shifts to the new position and when it
disappears without any shift, but with a new reflection
appearing on its branch at a different 2 value. If the
changed position of the (002) reflection (see Fig. 13) is
considered resulting from its continuous shift, then its
new 2 value corresponds to the spacing dc = 0.322±0.005 nm
between the carbon layers in nanographites. This spacing
is appreciably smaller than that in bulk regular graphite
(dc = 0.335±0.001 nm). To compress bulk graphite to this
dc value, the applied axial pressure must be ~40 kbar.102
The formation of such a high pressure in ACF micropores
(e.g., as a result of water solidification) is very unlikely
because of the degradation of ACF in this case, which has
never been observed even upon the repeated cycles of
water sorption—desorption. Therefore, the reflection at
2  29 (see Fig. 13) for watersaturated ACF is a new
reflection corresponding to dc = (0.322±0.005)×2 =
= 0.64±0.01 nm. Such a considerable spacing between the
carbon layers in nanographite can be explained only by
intercalation of water molecules. According to the calcu
lations, 103 the planes of water molecules and nano
graphenes should be nearly perpendicular to each other at
this dc value.
The data from ESR spectroscopy and magnetic
susceptibility measurements suggest that adsorbed water
molecules largely suppress the ACF paramagnetism main
ly due to the edge electron states of nanographites.100
Taking into account the accompanying structural chang
es in both nanographites themselves and their disor
dered system, one can interpret this result as the tran
sition (crossover) of the disordered 3D network of
nanographites from the paramagnetic to lowspin
state.100aaa
As with watersaturated ACF, the (002) reflection from
ACF exposed to fuming HNO3 for ~0.1 h appears in the
Xray diffraction spectrum at a greater 2 value compared
to the spectrum of the initial fibers. This result is surpris
ing because the density of HNO3, in contrast to water,
increases upon its crystallization (the acid becomes "com
pressed"). In this sense, its possible solidification in ACF
micropores cannot, even hypothetically, give rise to high
pressures affecting graphite nanoparticles (the walls of
micropores). If the (002) reflection from HNO3saturated
ACF is considered a new one, then the corresponding dc
value should be 0.73±0.02 nm. Note that this spacing is
intermediate between the dc values in the  and modi
fications of the intercalation compound of bulk graphite
with HNO3 (~0.78 and ~0.66 nm, respectively).93,104
A detailed study83 of the interaction of ACF with the va
por of fuming HNO3 has revealed that a charge transfer
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first involves the outer faces of nanographites (they simul
taneously function as the walls of micropores). As acid
molecules become intercalated between the carbon layers
of nanographites, the charge transfer involves their inner
layers as well.
It is well known105 that under normal conditions nano
graphite binds lithium ions three times greater than bulk
graphite does. This enhanced ability of nanographite to
attach lithium ions can easily be explained106,107 by con
sidering its edge electron states. Indeed, for a lithium
atom in the vicinity of the zigzag edge of nanographite
with the saturated orbitals, there is some probability of
a charge transfer to the edge electron states whose ener
gies are close to the Fermi level but somewhat lower than
the energy of the 2s orbital of the lithium atom.107 In other
words, nanographite can combine with lithium to give
a specific edge chargetransfer compound.
Thus, nanographene is an intermediate between graphene
and aromatic molecules. However, some properties of
nanographene are unique, being exhibited by neither
graphene nor aromatic molecules. For this reason, nano
graphenes and their stacks (nanographites) can be regard
ed as individual nanocarbon systems possessing charac
teristic physical and chemical properties.
Investigations of nanographites are of considerable the
oretical and applied interest. Theoretically, these objects
are nanoscale electron conjugated systems with open
edges and thus differ in reactivity from bulk graphite. This
allows the synthesis of specific nanographite compounds
in which the carbon—element bonding occurs mainly at
the periphery of a nanoparticle. In addition, the specific
peripheral electron states in nanographites with pre
dominant zigzag edges are responsible for their unusual
electronic structures near the Fermi level as well as for
their unconventional physical and chemical properties.
For this reason, nanographites have become a subject of
extensive studies aimed at revealing their new features
and peculiar manifestations of their known properties
in some or other situations. Specific topics of great inter
est include the growing of nanographites with particu
lar edge patterns, the design and study of nanographi
tes with the chemically nonequivalent states of their op
posite edges, the synthesis of intercalation and edge
compounds of nanographite with lithium, the prepara
tion and examination of chain structures at the nano
graphite edges, the growing and study of nanograph
ite films and novel composite materials with nanographite
as a filler.
The problems associated with the synthesis and study
of nanographites and their compounds, films, and com
posites adjoin those in their practical application. The so
lution of these problems depends in turn on the produc
tion cost of nanographites, including nanoparticles with
controlled edge size and shapes, which is currently still
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high. Nevertheless, the subminiature sizes, good conduc
tivity, high emission parameters, nonlinear optical char
acteristics, and unusual magnetic properties of nanograph
ites make them promising for use in nanoelectronics, mea
suring instruments, chemical technology, and energy stor
age applications; this will be another example of the effi
cient impact of basic research on scientific and technical
progress.
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